ELECTRONIC

LOCKS
SYN
“Guardian of Watchfulness,
Truth and Doorways”

SYN

Electronic Locks

Check the Video
Open the door
with your smartphone

-Mechanical parts, electronics and battery
are installed inside the door for easy
installation, providing the system with
maximum security and absolute
environmental and weather protection.
- Pure minimalism due to its
revolutionary design, fully customizable
thanks to the possibility to install any
type of handle to suit any style or decor.
- Maximum security with features such
as the auto-eject latch,
user-programmable electronic privacy,
controlled automatic cancellation of
lost cards, rounds control function,
mechanical emergency lock with
master key option, etc.
- NFC enabled. The most secure
wireless technology that will lead
your hotel to a new dimension.
* ACTIVA KEY App for automatic
guest check-in.
* ACTIVA KEY TASKS App for
monitored tasks in online mode such as
initialization of locks, maintenance and
audits, battery status check, etc. and to
enable or disable access to rooms,
offices and common areas.
- Incorporation of 2.4 GHz wireless
technology for future OTA system
upgrades that will provide online building
automation functions.
- Equipped with non-volatile memory able
to register events that may include not only
openings but also attempts to open, exits, etc.
- Secure management of the installation
through server and software allowing full
configuration of security levels and user
settings, including online revalidation of
access permissions.

OMNITEC proposes the most revolutionary
minimalist design of the market,
while giving it maximum flexibility
to suit any aesthetic requirement.
All this incorporating the latest technology,
guaranteeing maximum safety and
control.

DIMENSIONS

The most innovative hotel lock
operated by RFID MIFARE or
SMARTPHONE with specific APPS for
guests and staff for full hotel access
control experience

FINISHES
“BEACON”
Completely customizable
resin material, totally compatible
with any design, such as the
hotel logo or advertising.

“HANDLE”
Omnitec provides up to 4 finishes, but "SYN"
accepts any handle the hotel prefers.
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